SEATED
GRANDSTANDS

Seated Grandstands
Flexible grandstands for indoor and outdoor use, provide uninterrupted views
and comfortable seating

Dimensions:

standard grid design:
1.50 x 2.40 m (59 x 94 in)
variable width:
from 4.50 m (177 in) and extendable in 3.00 m
(118 in) intervals up to 44 rows
depth from 2.40 m (94 in) to 33.60 m (110 ft 3 in)
starting height (foot height):
0.00 / + 0.20 / + 0.80 / + 1.40 m / …
(0.00 / + 0.66 / + 2.62 / + 4.59 ft / ...
gradient:
0.20 m (8 in) with integrated stairs
row depth:
0.80 m (32 in)

Transport:

approx. 650 grandstand seats
per standard trailer

Applications

Optional Extras

eps‘s extremely versatile Seated Grandstands are

Upon request, we supply black padded seat

specially configured to create more seats with

cushions and seat numbers. We also offer delivery,

premium views. Thanks to their unique snap-together

installation, and breakdown, as well as CAD-based

design, they can also be assembled without the aid

site plans to help you make the most of the available

of hammers or power tools, allowing for faster,

space while meeting safety regulations.

easier, and quieter installation.
Features
eps Seated Grandstands are modular, allowing for
flexible configuration. They also comply with
relevant international regulations and are approved
for outdoor as well as indoor use. Customers can
choose between benches and individual seats.

www.eps.net
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01 The integrated staircase system ensures safe and
secure access to the grandstand seats | 02 Thanks to
its flexible, modular design, our Seated Grandstand
can be adapted to a wide variety of surfaces and space
conditions | 03 Temporary grandstands such as this one
also provide space for large numbers of spectators |
04 Whether you require the standard solution, or
something specific dependent on needs and terrain –
eps will assist you in selecting the right solution from
the planning phase

WHEREVER
YOU GO, WE
ARE THERE…

